Choose additional questions that you would like to go over with the Career Assistant or you can ask the Career Assistant to choose questions to ask you at random.

**Behavioral**
- Tell me about yourself
- Why are you interested in consulting?
- Why do you want to work for this company/organization specifically?
- What experiences can you leverage to contribute to growing this company/organization?
- What was your most difficult experience working in a team and how did you resolve the conflict/issue?

**Brain Teaser**
- Describe the color blue to a blind person
- How many ping pong balls can you fit into a Toyota Camry?
- What country would you never visit and why?
- If you could be any kitchen appliance what would you be and why?

**Market Sizing**
- How is the market for Diet Coke and Coke Zero different?
- How many Hydroflasks are sold in the US every year?
- How many pediatricians are there in the China?

**Extra Resources**
- There are more behaviorals and brain teasers in the Consulting Behavioral Interview Practice Handout
- There are more market sizing examples in our Consulting Interview and Casing Guide
- Drop into the CEC for both behavioral interview and casing practice!